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Comments on “It Could Happen This Year—1992 Part 2”  (ML# 2739) 
…Continued  

                             
(Stephen:) An amazing thing happened today… I’d sent a brother the transcript *of 
the Prophecy Sessions+ and … In the transcript there was this prophecy but it didn't 
have an author so at the very beginning of his audio chat to me, the brother had 
asked me to try and find out who the angel or spirit helper was that delivered the  
prophecy. Anyway he went on to share some very amazing words of confirmation 
from one of Dad's letters. At the end of the chat this brother broke out in tongues  
and right at the very end of the tongues he said “Thank you Valiant!” I was shocked; 
Valiant is the name of my own personal guardian angel. And there was the answer 
to his request.  
 
Prophecy: (An original Family member, now in the spirit world:) The next step is to 
get over the following hurdle: and that hurdle is start looking at this series of 
letters as if it was written for today, but not with a maybe-it-could-happen 



attitude, but with the very real possibility of it actually stating a real life scenario. I 
realize this is a big hurdle when considering how many times you’ve had to put 
Dad’s suppositions on the shelf of faith over the years. But as Dad has said a few 
times in the past, and even in this letter; logically speaking, if the FGA’s will be here 
during this time of Tribulation, (and that has been stated in the Endtime Series), 
then time is really running out. That statement by the way also pointed out that 
many of those FGA’s would be active. There are other clues in that series of letters 
that definitely point to the very real now let’s try and call it fact, that this time that 
everyone’s been waiting and praying and expecting for so long is almost and I 
mean almost upon you. That storm the other day* was no accident. It was a 
physical attack on your home and on the truth that was being declared that day. A 
number of things were happening; let me recount them to you right now. First, the 
devil was trying to distract you, which didn’t work. Secondly, the Lord wanted to 
make a big Gideon type of lesson out of this, by showing you an undeniable 
example of the enemies rage. On top of that it was a super word picture of the 
devils rage during the Tribulation, yet here were all these mangoes falling from the 
tree, from way up high where you couldn’t reach them, falling right at your feet, so 
to speak. I will lay a table before thee in the presence of thine enemies. And where 
does Gideon come in? Well, this whole scene is an excellent fleece that you didn’t 
actually ask for, but perhaps in your hearts you were secretly hoping for a 
confirmation. So sweet Jesus gave you something to hold on to, where you can turn 
around when the tempter comes by, and say “Look, see, right there is our proof, 
that storm was a freak, it shouldn’t by all natural conditions have happened…but it 
did, and it happened because you are on track. Dad was on track and the Word is 
on track for anyone that wishes to believe and receive it. Dad was doing what he 
was called to do. He gave the Word as it came to him regardless of his reputation. 
You owe Jesus every breath in that body of yours, but you also owe Dad something 
too. So get on with this job and make the old man happy. He and we are rooting for 
you, God bless you. (Stephen: I have a feeling this is a Family member…one of the 
original ones…maybe Abner?)  *(There was a freak windstorm, which started at the 
beginning of the class and stopped at the end of it. Usually there is a strong wind 
before the rain starts, but this time, there was a violent wind for an hour and a half 
and no rain. Our farmer friend had most of his seedling crops flattened and told us 
that he has never seen anything like it. There are two mango trees in our compound 
and high up, there were left on them some mangoes that we couldn’t reach, the 
wind brought them down to us.PTL!) 
 
__________________________________ 
 
 



ML # 2739: 55 -  … [I]s the Antichrist alive today? (Family: Yes!) According to 

Jeane Dixon, he was born back in February,1962. She had a revelation of his 

birth, & in this vision, she was encoiled by this great serpent on her bed, naked!--

One hot Summer night in Washington, D.C. And in her first book she was saying 

that he was going to be the savior of the World! This great serpent had encoiled her 

& looked in her eyes & said he was going to show her great wisdom, the "wisdom of 

the ages," he called it, & that this man was of him. Now how she could be so dumb 

about the Bible & not know the Serpent is Satan, I don't know, but anyhow, I did my 

best to try to warn her!  

On para#55: (Stephen:) I certainly don’t want to start trying to put ideas in and be 
accused of trying to make my ideas fit what we are reading. But this is what I 
received when reading the above. What if it was talking not about the man being 
born but the Antichrist being born, like when he was initiated? Like the creation of 
the Antichrist. The article above says he has been groomed his whole life! Groomed 
to become the AC? Which is a little like us in a way, we have a destiny we have a 
crown, but… and the but is big…we have to pass all the tests…fwiw. 
__________________________________ 
 
ML # 2739: 61 - The Soviet Union is history! I wouldn't necessarily say the 

Communist Party is history. It could be the head that received the deadly 

wound, but did live.--Rev.13:3. And it wouldn't take much, I don't think, with the 

power of the Antichrist & his supernatural gifts & wisdom of Satan, to revive 

the whole thing!--Only not just Soviet Union-wide, but Worldwide, with the rest of 

the nation’s having fallen into collapse! 
 
Para#61: (Stephen:) This was so well brought out in the recent Revelation 17 
video…the deadly wound being healed. https://youtu.be/9IGvLxNHfJQ 
__________________________________ 
 
ML # 2739: 62. What if a united Europe doesn't work? They're having a hard 

enough time trying to put it together now. What if it doesn't work? They're supposed 

to come together in 1992, (2022?), that's the big deadline! Right now they're having 

a conference in Maastricht, a little Dutch town on the border of Belgium, to try to 

settle the final things that are standing in the way of complete European unity.  

 
On para#62: (Stephen:) This letter is so prophetic, just so amazing once the dates 
are changed. Brexit and all this Europe thing happened and is happening right now. 
I’m just amazed. If someone was into comparing what Dad said in this series and 
with all the events happening right now (in 2020), I have no doubt we’d be floored.  
__________________________________ 
 

https://youtu.be/9IGvLxNHfJQ


ML # 2739: 63 - What if they can't make it? What if that goes crash? What if 

the economies crash, as they did in the last Depression? The economies of North 

America went crash, & so did the economies of Europe & the rest of the World. 

What have I always said would be the ideal time for the ACs to introduce their 

"Supreme Lord"? What kind of conditions? (Family: Chaos!)--Absolute chaos 

brought on by the absolute crash of economies & the Russian Empire & God 

knows what all!  

 
On para#63: (Stephen:) See prophecy at beginning of this transcript about the 
world sliding into chaos over the next 2.5 years. It may be time to start warning 
the world of a great famine coming??  
__________________________________ 
 
ML # 2739: 64 - What if the Covenant was made three years ago (1989) ( 2019?) 

by the ACs? Remember, who do you think is precipitating the Crash? (Family: The 

ACs.) Who do you think brought on the Depression? (Family: The ACs.) They didn't 

lose money! They were the big money boys, the ones who bought up the other 

businesses when they failed! What if that Covenant was made three years ago (1989)  

(2019?), & 1992 ( 2022?) will be when the World hits bottom & will be ready to 

worship anybody who will pull them out of it & answer their problems, anyone 

who'll save them? 

 
On para#64: (Stephen:) Yes what if it was??? Taken literally…and 1992 = 
2022…then 2022 minus 3 = 2019. Its 2020 now so 2019 + 1 year = 2020 + 2 years = 
2022 which would give the AC’s 6months to convinces the world that Putin or 
whoever is their man. This letter was given to The Family in Dec.1991.  
__________________________________ 
 
ML # 2739: 67 - If the World hits bottom & everything goes into a tailspin & chaos 

by sometime in 1992 (2022?), would the World be willing to receive him?--

Absolutely! Would they be willing to make him a World leader, King of the World? 

He's going to call down fire from heaven, do many signs & wonders, great 

miracles to show that he's superhuman, supernatural, a superman! It wouldn't 

take long to convince people with all that’s going on! If this man shows supernatural 

talents & powers, it wouldn't take him long to convince the World to follow him, & 

having done that, do you think it would take much more to convince the World that 

he's a god? And having done that, would it take much more to persuade the World to 

worship him, when he's solved their problems & saved them & brought about a false 

peace & stable economy & all the rest? Maybe he'll use Europe for that.  

 
On para#67: (Stephen:) Our daughter’s old boyfriend, a nominal Hindu, who 
actually lives in this country, has been witnessed to by us many times, our daughter 



also witnessed to him a lot. When asked what he thought about the corona and 
vaccine etc, said  “I’ll take the vaccine. I want my life back. I want to travel again, 
Give it to me.” After all the witness he’s received!!! Dad said once that the church 
pastor will probably encourage his people to take the mark because their tithes and 
offerings are his bread and butter. So I agree… absolutely!!! Hindus follow all sorts 
of gods…so why not? “Skin for skin, yea, all that a man hath will he give for his life.” 
Job 2: 4. When looking up something on the internet, I found a few articles where 
Putin said in regards to some comment about the Cuban missile crisis… “I’d be ok 
with that if the US want to go that way again”.  
December 2021  
Prophecy update: At present the elites seem to be doing it without the Antichrist. 
Everyone is falling into line just nicely; even the churches are doing what is 
expected of them, at least the pastors in your country are. The politicians and 
pastors are in many ways in bed together. A pastor that fights the government 
doesn’t go too far. So what about the Antichrist? All seems quiet on the northern 
front. What is everyone waiting for? Is it the crash that comes next, one of the 
wars of the Antichrist, or everything at once? Our forces are monitoring and we 
know that something will definitely happen in 2022. The Devil will not stop. In 
fact, he cannot stop; he is pushing hard on all fronts. Vaccination of all people will 
not be halted, as the Mark of the Beast pushes forward so do all his plans. He is 
working behind the scenes and is orchestrating much of what is happening 
around the world.  
__________________________________ 
 
ML # 2739: 69 - Look how He's opened the door to the Soviet Union & all the other 

East European countries! We're getting thousands of souls saved from there, & 

hundreds of disciples, believe it or not! We don't have room to bring them  

into our Homes like we used to, so they're now creating their own Homes where we 

can teach them! Hallelujah! (Tongues!) "Hear ye the Words that I have warned 

thee through the Words of thy father David! Hear these Words! Listen! Be thou 

forewarned!" Hallelujah! TYL!  

 
On para#69: (Stephen:) We did that both in Russia and in Africa; in fact we know 
of a very fruitful indigenous home in Africa today who we have constant 
communication with.  
__________________________________ 
 
ML # 2739: 70 - It could happen in 1992 (2022?)! Can anybody here deny that the 

Antichrist could initiate his absolute monarchy sometime in 1992 ( 2022?)? If 

you don't think it could happen in 1992/2022, show me why! I don't think you could 

prove to me by the Bible that it couldn't! I've always been a little this way & that 



way on that subject because it's hard to tell, & I didn't know whether the 

Covenant was going to be World-famous or secret or what!  

 
On para#70: (Stephen:) Ummm…it was for now….heeheehee, We love you Dad 
xxxxxxx Please give us the faith to follow you…you were always so far out in front 
us.  
__________________________________ 
 
 

ML # 2739: 71 - Sorry to keep you so long tonight, but this is a heavy subject! This 

is a crucial subject! This could be a turning point in our whole ministry! The 

Lord's already saying He's going to give some of the Family a different kind of 

ministry to different people in the coming year. What if nearly everybody's out of 

work & almost everybody's homeless & hungry? They'll be the ones we'll have 

to minister to! Who else?  

 
On para#71: (Stephen:) Don’t know about you, but I’m beginning to understand 
how Gideon felt.  
__________________________________ 
 
ML # 2739: 74. I've found the best thing to do is invest in the Lord's Work! He 

always pays, He never fails, & that's what we're doing! And that's what we're going 

to keep on doing no matter what happens in 1992 (2022!)! Even if it  

doesn't come, well, praise God, we'll have a little more time!  

 
On para#74: (Stephen:) Amen! Whatever comes I know this little home will march 
on strong. The Tribulation May Be Our Best Years! 
December 2021  
Prophecy update: To consider anything else is silly. You are a witnessing home 
and one of the very few left in the world. You are keeping the fire of revolution 
burning. You are children of David and of the King. There is nothing on earth for 
you but to be servants. You are love slaves. There is no thought of any other 
vocation. It is your life. That is why you came to earth and the reason for your 
existence. You exist for the King. His love is all you seek after; it is all you desire. 
So march on strong, beloved of God.  
__________________________________ 
 
ML # 2739: 75 - Some people have gotten such a terrible idea about the Tribulation, 

& we're going to deal with that in one of our next sessions. They think, "Oh, it's 

going to be impossible then to work for the Lord! We might as well quit! Forget it!" 

Well, I'm going to try to convince you through these studies that that is not what the 



Bible teaches. The Bible does not teach that it's impossible & that you might as well 

give up!  

 
Para#75: (Stephen:) Well my spirit helper, Valiant, has already shared what 
happened during the storm here…and the illustration is very clear, we are going 
to have manna from heaven. Valiant was also looking out for our bodies too. Such 
a wonderful guardian angel. We salute you Valiant!! You Can Watch It Happen!  
December 2021  
Prophecy update: Our life is more than a vocation. It is our life; that is the best 
way to explain it. If we weren’t serving our Lover here on earth, then we’d be in 
Heaven serving Him. What else is there? Nothing, we owe our lives and our very 
existence to Him…all praise, honor and glory to You, sweet Jesus. xxxx 
__________________________________ 
 
ML # 2739: 91 - It can happen now!--This year!--So dig into your Bible & see if you 

can find out what's apt to happen now! And if you watch CNN, you can see it 

happen! It's happening!--Things we never dreamed of! Who would have ever 

expected the Soviet Union to collapse & just go out of existence, along with 

Gorbachev, it looks like!--Unless something revives it, & the only one who could 

possibly revive Communism would be the Antichrist!  

 
 
Para#91: (Stephen:) Well let’s watch and see these prophecies come to pass, not 
ours -mind you- but dear Dad’s, after all, he was the End time Prophet. There is so 
much in the Word, Bible and Mo letters and Maria letters that we could probably 
put together a mile long line of confirming quotes and scriptures on this subject.  
December 2021  
Prophecy update: You will see the crash happen this coming year and you will see 
the Antichrist. You will know who he is. It will be revealed to you, for you are My 
beloved brides, and it is given to you to know these secrets that have been 
hidden for millennia. I will make known unto My prophet brides what shall come 
to pass in the days ahead. You have been faithful to cherish the Words of David, 
you have come as close to Me as anyone since the beginning of time. You are 
called and chosen, a peculiar generation. My hand is upon thee, and I will lead 
and guide you as you walk with Me through great tribulation. My coming is 
imminent. I tell you it is real; it is truly happening. You will see Me coming in glory 
in the clouds of Heaven as has been prophesied. You have held on by faith all 
your lives, but then you will see. The veil will open, and I and My angels will come 
with a great and mighty shout that will shake the heavens and the earth, and all 
the world will mourn when they see that I am real, that I am Jesus. And you, My 
loves, will rejoice with great rejoicing.   



__________________________________ 
 
Following are quotes from Para#99 through 109:  
 

the ACs have had a secret pact with the 

Antichrist already for three or more years! The ACs are ruling the World, aren't 

they? Well, who do you think they're working for? (Family: The Antichrist!) Of 

course! He's already ruling behind the scenes!  

 

er it was 

to be a secret pact or a public pact, but I'm beginning to side with the idea that he 

has been on that track already!--Ruling the World through the ACs! All they 

have to do is pull their financial strings & jerk the rug out from underneath the 

World economy, like it's going right now!  

 Do you need a 

vision?--Just watch the news on tele-vision! You want a sign?--Read the paper! I 

don't have to give you any special message other than that. Or do you need some 

kind of a miracle to help you believe? Do you need a message in tongues &  

an interpretation? Do you need a prophecy?  

I've come under a greater conviction the last few 

days, weeks, months & years, but especially in the recent days when I see how 

things are going! I am more & more convinced that it could be in 1992 ( 2022?)!  

that particular revelation yet. But maybe I have! Maybe this is it! Maybe that's 

why the Lord put this conviction on my heart, that I think it can happen in '92 

(2022?)! Does He always have to give you something supernatural or miraculous to 

help you to believe? That's for little children! You're grown up!  

 
 
 


